SUMMARY: (U) REPORT PROVIDES AN UPDATED 1997 LISTING OF SENIOR ARMY OFFICERS IN COMMAND AND KEY STAFF POSITIONS.


A. GENERAL MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA))--CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE ARMY.
B. LIEUTENANT GENERAL MAXIMO ROSENDO ((GROBA))--VICE CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE ARMY.
C. LIEUTENANT GENERAL CARLOS MARIA ((ZABALA))--VICE CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE ARMED FORCES JOINT STAFF.
D. LIEUTENANT GENERAL ANIBAL ULISES ((LAINO))--DIRECTOR OF THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF.
E. LIEUTENANT GENERAL CARLOS ((MUGNOLO))--COMMANDER OF
V CORPS.
F. LIEUTENANT GENERAL ALFREDO PABLO ((ROLANDO))--
COMMANDER OF THE MILITARY (TRAINING) INSTITUTIONS
COMMAND ("COMANDO DE INSTITUTOS MILITARES").
G. LIEUTENANT GENERAL JUAN MANUEL ((LLAVAR))--
COMMANDER OF III CORPS.
H. MAJOR GENERAL EDUARDO RODOLFO ((CABANILLAS))--
DEPUTY COMMANDER OF II CORPS.
I. MAJOR GENERAL ANIBAL MARIO ((ACCONCIA))--CHIEF OF
THE VI DIRECTORATE (WELFARE) OF THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF.
J. MAJOR GENERAL ERNESTO JUAN ((BOSSI))--GENERAL
SECRETARY OF THE ARMY.
K. MAJOR GENERAL ENRIQUE ALBERTO ((GRAZZINI))--CHIEF
OF THE OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE OF THE ARMED FORCES JOINT
STAFF.
L. MAJOR GENERAL HORACIO RAUL ((ROBREDO))--DEPUTY
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
M. MAJOR GENERAL JOREGE PEDRO ((MINA))--CHIEF OF THE
INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE (G-2) OF THE ARMY GENERAL
STAFF.
N. MAJOR GENERAL HORACIO ((MAURO))--DIRECTOR OF THE
ARMY INSTITUTE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION.
O. MAJOR GENERAL ROBERTO ANIBAL ((SANCHEZ NEGRETE))--
COMMANDER OF THE 3RD BRIGADE (SCHOOL).
P. MAJOR GENERAL RICARDO GUILLERMO ((BRINZONI))--CHIEF
OF THE OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE (G-3) OF THE ARMY GENERAL
STAFF.
Q. MAJOR GENERAL CARLOS ((ALFONSO))--COMMANDER OF THE
2ND ARMORED BRIGADE.
R. MAJOR GENERAL RAUL EUGENIO ((MARTIN))--DIRECTOR OF
HEALTH SERVICES.
S. MAJOR GENERAL HUGO ((LOPEZ)) -- DIRECTORATE (V) OF
THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF.
T. MAJOR GENERAL ATILIO JOSE ((REDONDO))--DIRECTOR OF
THE GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY OFFICE OF THE ARMY.
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